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INTRODUCTION

As it turned out, the disintegration of the Soviet Union, and of what in hindsight might be called “the Soviet way of life,” had the most adverse effects not only upon the Russian-language poetry encouraged by the regime, but also on the poétíes that either resisted or ignored the literary and ideological norms set by the state. It turned out that the attraction of underground literature in the USSR was due not so much to its often considerable merits, as to the banal fact of official disapproval. The public, falling head over heels in love with underground literature during the collapse of the very system that made it attractive, soon found other things to do than read poems. The newly publishable practitioners of the newly irrelevant art of poetry generally proved unable to respond to the new world thrust upon them. Those whom the change did not flabbergast into silence, published; appeared on TV; went West for residencies and teaching positions; however, with some exceptions they were finished as poets, in that they now failed to produce any work that was not culturally, aesthetically, linguistically backward-looking. In fact, language acquired such a different, complex and indefinite shape in post-Soviet reality—with mass media, the demands of the market, the new models of state and private coercion, the Internet, etc., not matching the void left by the demise of monolithic state ideology—that one could not even imagine what poetry growing out of this language would look like. Today a new generation of poets has appeared for whom post-Soviet language is, if not native, then at least acquired early enough in life to be handled as poetic material. Although there’s no crystal ball that will show us this century’s Russian poetry, it will probably be less coherent, looser, blurrier, more self-referential, more open-ended, less genre-conscious; nor is it ever likely to be as culturally necessary as
during the Soviet period. Yet, however new Russian poetry might turn out, Dmitry Golynko’s confrontation with the new Russian language looks to assume an important place in it.

Born in 1969 in what was then Leningrad, Golynko was in his teens at the start of perestroika, and twenty-two when the USSR broke up. His first chapbook, which includes the first poem in this volume, appeared in 1994. Two longer books, more fully represented here, came out in the 2000s, the second of which, titled Concrete Doves, was released by the prestigious Novoe Literaturnoe Obozrenie publishing house. In the meantime, Golynko defended a PhD dissertation on post-avant-garde writing, authored a corpus of astute and complex cultural criticism, and spent two years teaching in South Korea. He is now back in Saint Petersburg. Of the people he sees regularly, American readers of poetry might know Arkadii Dragomoshchenko and Aleksandr Skidan.

In the 1990s Golynko was, like everybody else, a postmodernist, but of the specifically Petersburgian type of postmodernism-qua-eclecticism, where Mandelstam’s “nostalgia for world culture” assumed wildly hypertrophic forms, and the distinction between the real and the unreal became altogether abolished. The attitude suited the Yeltsin era since it, as transitional periods often do, produced a pervasive sensation of phantasmagoria in virtually all observers. Instability also invaded the Russian language, which rapidly mutated with the advent of capitalism by absorbing foreign, mainly American, words pell-mell and wholesale, as well as shedding former stylistic distinctions. These linguistic trends had succeeded an earlier one, dating from the fall of the USSR, that built speech out of ironized quotations from the communist past or the Russian literary canon, thus desecrating the classics of both varieties. Golynko’s style in the nineties drew on all these changes by maximizing the frequency of loan words as well as deprecatory literary allusions. His big achievement was to apply his tremendous capacity for literary and linguistic play to reflect upon the phantasmagoria of post-Soviet life and post-Soviet language. The result was texts like “Sashenka” (stress falls on the first syllable), which aestheticized contemporary Russia through an eighteen-century-as-seen-by-the-early-twentieth-century-meets-cyberpunk prism. Treating high culture elements as if they belonged to consumer culture—for example, by framing literary references as brand names—”Sashenka” ironically replicates the contradictory value systems of the period. The dandyism, camp and mauvais goût of the poem are in some ways refreshingly traditional for Russian literature, but the way it mechanizes human behavior shows not so much the psychology of the author as his take on the psychology of the new Russian subject.

In the 2000s Golynko’s style changed suddenly and dramatically. Literary allusions vanished. So did virtually all contrast between high culture and low. The texts became less playful, no longer as eager to provide pleasure to the writer and the reader. The pun was gone. The narrator disappeared, with his whining and dining amid de-Sadean bragadocio. So did the plot. Cyberpunk disappeared, derridada disappeared, rococo disappeared, Venice especially disappeared. What appeared to compensate for the disappeareds was naturalism, and a very brutal one at that. Golynko’s new naturalism is, first and foremost, lexical. From “Elementary Things” onward, his poetry reproduces the Russian language of the 21st century, the speech of criminality (petty and great), one-upmanship, profiteering, scorn, and the general objectification of human life whether male or, even more so, female. Golynko’s ear for such a language and its debasement of the soul, is Dostoyevskian. He reconceives the task of the poet as that of a collector of la langue de la tribu rather than its purifier. Composed of motley but equally alienated expressions, the poem turns into an assemblage of found material. This is especially the case with pieces like “Unfounded Offences” or parts of “Founts of Joy” that consist only of idiom-surfing, one brief phrase after another.
Nothing is less conventionally poetic than such language: there’s no beauty in it at all. Its terms are as disposable and interchangeable as people or things under the new dispensation. Replaceability is also why the classical causality of plot, formerly used by Golynko as the main generator of text, has yielded to plotless and indefinite seriality. So what his poetry is very good at doing is showing the reader what contemporary Russia is like, especially when seen from the bottom up, or rather sideways. And it also shows that the usual Russian excuse for the usual Russian poop on the carpet—“Yeah, well at least we’re spiritual”—is totally bankrupt. Yet the attraction of the poems lies not in their social informativeness—it’s not like Golynko is writing satire—but in the way that their language already expresses moral, social and political choices, as a self-portrait of the society that traffics in it.

At the same time, Golynko is also making moves towards more conventional psychological narratives, as in the two episodes of “Founts of Joy”—that of the woman on a nature outing, and of the man scanning his bookshelf. The emotional tenor of these poetic equivalents of photorealism is not concealed anger or feigned indifference; rather, they are absolutely trenchant, and come very close to evoking what it is like to be a particular human being, and not even an intellectual. Since one of the hardest things in art as well as life is seeing others as autonomous subjects and not as aspects of, or deviations from, our selves, in these two pieces Golynko has crossed the line into maturity.

Now, as far as the translation aspect of this volume is concerned, translating Golynko poses unique challenges. If it is not unfeasible to provide the puns of the 1990s with their equivalents, the more recent poems, so dependent for their effect on the changes that the Russian language is undergoing, are a different matter entirely, for the simple reason that American English is not undergoing the same changes, or anything remotely like them. It is Russia that switched its socioeconomic system, not the States. This is why the lexical and idiomatic facets of the translation are so much more neutral than those of the original. It had been suggested that we incorporate more hip-hop slang, for example, but even if we had the requisite linguistic capacity, the materialism of hip-hop English is just not as cynical as the materialism of new Russian.

The above proviso should be counterbalanced by asserting that our translation group did all it could to effect semantic exactitude. We ransacked the blogosphere in those many cases when not only our inner Russian resources but also our dictionaries failed. As the editor, I worked closely with the principal translators to make sure the English corresponded to the Russian. Finally, Golynko liberally contributed both time and energy, spending long summer days cooped up inside with us line-editing his manuscript. Since no translation of this complexity can be immaculate, the editor and principal translators claim exclusive responsibility for all errors that might have crept into these versions.

— Eugene Ostashevsky
Florence, December 31, 2007
1
O Jesu, darling, damn my nativity in the Year of Bull.
A glossolaliac I sibilated your mass,
Garden-snaked into your fate, faded into it like an otter,
Counterfeited a demon—& that’s what the dames named me.

2
I stole gooseberries, crowfoots in the municipal gardens of Tartu,
tried on the pike skeleton of the mahogany cathedral
in place of my vertebral column—the card I got, got topped,
The Mammy of God placed into my hands a vial—it shattered.

3
into seven pieces: in its firmament are reflected
the gavel of the judge Semina, the despondent cawing of a “canary,”
a wood demon’s miter, the ditty about the sacraments of the grave,
the crown of Stakenschneider’s palazzo in a beautiful maiden’s skullcap,

4
simmering Lesbian gardens, the Olympian torso
horseshoed, tonsuring with hoof-clippers the brazenfanged serpent...
And all this is past. Like a yuletide needle my discourse
knits, for the sake of the past, the caparison of a prayer:
Sear, O blacktail maiden, me-without-a-droplet-of-lamb’s-blood, set loose in a bulbous crib or a hot-air balloon, with a cord of flax wrap length and widthwise my nappies to the pitiful salvos of piano-forte or pop-guns.

I’ll have neither the ire—(caesura)—nor the dark force, nor the gesture at the decline of life to wank off the fattening, pock-marked period with a schismatic’s pointing diaeresis: “Here is my bride!” and so turn her into a comma, glaucoma, coma.
САШЕНЬКА,
или ДНЕВНИК ЭФЕМЕРНОЙ СМЕРТИ

(1) Герой, его кузено и ди-джей останавливаются в аустерии.
(2) Герой вспоминает о своей пассии Сванетте. (3) Письмо Сванетты.
(4) Персонажи обмениваются анекдотами о своей третьей любви.
(5) Герой рассказывает анекдот о Сашеньке. (6) В аустерии проникают террористы. (7) Эфемерная смерть персонажей.

1 В ночном такси—блюз флюоресцентного Зообурга!—
в обнимку с моим кузено и ди-джееей найт-клуба «Бункер»
мы неслись курцгалопом по Венскому проспекту
из казино «Ennui», где с везения сняли пенку.
Моё кузено—запястья в нефритовых браслетах—
перстеньками глаз a la Бёрдсли красавцев клеил.
Сколь ни метал бисер греха—никого не закадрил...
Не беда, для таких каналов, как мы, везде кабинет заказан.

2 Мы влетели в трубу позёмки и домну Коломны—
и каналы на полной в аустерию «У Солохи».
На Английский вырулили проспект у бутика «Сны Домби»
и затормозили у дома с акантами и ротондой.
Просяд колоннадой форейторов, официантов и грумов,
заказали фирменный деликатес «Кости этрусков»,
на десерт—суфле «Печенег», и печенный лангуст, и Кьянти,
бифш-текст отбивной и экстра-гарнир к яствам.

SASHENKA;
OR, THE DIARY OF AN EPHEMERAL DEATH

(1) Our hero, his cousino and the deejay stop for a rest at the hostelry.
(2) Our hero remembers Swannette, his passion. (3) Swannette’s epistle.
(4) The characters trade anecdotes about their third loves. (5) Our hero recounts the anecdote of Sashenka. (6) Terrorists penetrate the premises of the hostelry. (7) The characters suffer an ephemeral death.

1 In the night taxi—O blues of a fluorescent Zooburgh!—
together with my cousino and the deejay of The Bunker, a nightclub,
we bounded in a school gallop along the Viensky Prospect from the Ennui casino, after skimming the cream of fortuna.
My cousino—wrists in bracelets of jade—sent oeillades to beautiful boys with eye signet-rings a la Beardsley.
Cast pearls of sin as he might, didn’t pick up anybody.
No worry—for rascals like us, there’s always a cabinet ready.

2 We jumped into the drain of aboveground and the hose of Kolomna
and barreled full speed to the hostelry Chez Solokha.
Steered onto the English Prospect by the Dombey & Nose boutique
and slammed the breaks in front of the house with acanthuses and a rotunda.
Passing the colonnade of postillions, waiters and grooms,
ordered the specialty of the maison, Bones of Etruscans,
for desert—Pecheneg soufflé, baked rock lobster, Chianti,
rare beefstext and, to top it all off, Extra Special Garnish.
3
We’re regulars here—we know the menu by heart...
Our man led us into the Hall of Columns, the latifundium of gentry.
Upon slipping, my cousin with his massive binoculars almost swiped off the table the ninepin setup of wine glasses.
Immediately lorgnettes were upon us: due to discomfiture we inflamed, rather than smothered, the fuming Fuji of scandal.
I dropped my broad-crowned bolivar onto a pair of lapdogs, a grande dame in a mantle à la Tiepolo totally let me have it.

4
Allaying the grande dame, helping her with her mink boa, the maître d’hôtel escorted us to a separate chamber.
I suffered a stab of regret for Swannette, my demi-monde passion, and sent her a telephoneme via the toontype connection.
"Mille pardons, darling, I’m milling the air about like a demon, must pass for today, am invited to dinner with my minion.
Don’t lose heart, you’ll persist in my immutable graces, don’t botch up and you’ll get a cadeau of an Orenburg shawl."

5
In dislocations of amorous liaisons I was no novice, with mercantile intent defaulted on the appuntamento with my pundit Swannette, inasmuch as—how sad! how base!—I booked our relations by the method of double entry.
Her sharp tongue was it attracted me, her casuistry and skepsis, her acting as mannered as a Baroque tortoiseshell snuffbox.
I was afraid to love her and I was afraid to leave her...
In that special state of affairs I outmoped Marmeladov.
Reread her erstwhile epistle, rife with extravagancies, carbon-stained verso, on thick Vergé paper she set down pinprick after pinprick:

Swannette’s Epistle

Don’t worry, I’ll eat it all up! I’m no whiner, no groucher, no marchioness. I’ll wait for you by the rules of genre.

Apparently I am destined to have valence for you only, that a queen tops a jack, you, a card man, ought to remember.

You can’t break me—I’m more of an Edvarda than Solveig—as ill luck would have it, you compress the totemic father image,

that’s why Professor Freund diagnosed me with an Electra complex, wrote out the prescription: a tourist brochure idyll.

We settled in a suburban chalet on the pleated seaside, after creamy café-au-lait I lazily dove from the jetty or during the siesta made toast in a Russian electric oven while you played hoops and tag with a domesticated rhinoceros, ran about in felt slippers and flannel pajamas after pangolins o’ th’ air on the magnolia lawn.

I accumulated sufferings like axes for grinding the first time we parted—don’t remember the date exactly—was testing myself: you mean more to me than underfoot fodder, ran a blade up and down the notes of your absence.

Against the vacuum of separation one vaccine availed only—silver nitrate or cinnabar of a recitative to a zither or the eternal burden of despair on a xylophone.

I once took a sleeping car to a pension on a fjord.

Перечёл её давешнее письмецо, сумасбродное, под копирку, на бумаге верже она отпускала шпильку за шпилькой:

Письмо Сванетты

Не бойся, я всё съем! Я не хныкалка! Не брюзжалка!

Не маркграфиня! Тебя буду ждать по законам жанра.

Знать, написана мне на роду к тебе одному валентность, ты картёжник, ты должен знать, что дама кроет валета.

Тебе меня не сломить—я скорее Эдварда, чем Сольвейг,— в тебе, как назло, тотемный образ отца спрессован,

что оттого-то профессор Фройд нашёл у меня комплекс Электры, прописал мне рецепт—идиллию туристического буклета.

Мы устроились в загородном шале на плиссированном взморье, после сливок в café-au-lait я лениво ныряла с мола, иль в снесту на русской электропечи я жарила гренки, пока с дрессированым носорогом ты играл в серсо и горелки, бегал в шлёпанцах фетровых и фланелевой пижаме за воздушными ящерами по магнолиевой лужайке.

Но, словно камни за пазухой, я копила страданья, когда в первый раз мы расстались—точно не помню дату.

Я тестировала себя—ты мне больше, чем корм подножный, проводила ножом по разлуке с тобой как по нотам, против вакуума расставанья мне служила одна вакцина—квиноварь или ляпис речитатива под цитру, или вечною рефрен отчаянья на ксилофоне.

Как-то в пульмане я отправилась в пансионат на фьорде.
The linen-matron Missus showed me to a cottage with a mezzanine, on the veranda of the adjoining bungalow you inflated a bicycle tire. In the euphoria of the encounter it hit me: I can’t escape you, didn’t sort aspirations for liberté—threw them all into the recycler.

Can’t you get it, becoming attached to Sasha you preferred the flatcake of lovelessness, aimed the reflector of passion at an ice cube, it was that that you drooled for.

You live only by intellect, raking dividends from it, like a tadpole you curled up in the refrigerator of alienation...”

(Here Swannette’s epistle comes to an end.)

The deejay smirked: “While they change our tablecloth, let each recount an anecdote of his third love, amore terzo. Unfortunately,” he rolled a Smoke cigarette, “I have nothing to brag of, met my hag in September, married her in November.”

“My third love,” my cousino spread a globule of gel on his hair, “was Mario, the tenor from the Mariinsky. Alas, he turned out not queer.”

To fabricate falsifications is my first-string forte, I munchausened an anecdote about my third sweet-thang.

(Anekdot o Sashenke)

There was a salon on Furshtatskaia kept by a flaxen-haired Fraulein, Sashenka von Stein, a sybarite clad in a orehovoy robе, toch-в-точь статуэтка из саксонского фарфора—перед ней фанфаронил апрельским котом в ботфортах. В её майорате служанок женевская команда на ножах с камарильей капитанских мамок, в лакейской они от зари до зари катят бочку на дуэний и бонн, выписанных из-под Bonn.
12
Her salon, the mecca of stars in season and celebrities, met with the highest acclaim in Zooburgh suburbs. Unwanted as tartar I forced myself on her for Frühstück, left my card with the majordomo and gained admittance the next day, like some baron sat down on a velvet pouf beneath a vitrine with a bonbonnière from Saragossa and a portable powder-box. Unceremoniously as a social lion or bison during a concert, I crossed my legs by the fireside, enacting a stylization.

13
I am no darned-up bluestocking with affectations imposing or, even worse, as natural as an infant. Two hours I said nothing, mysterious as a rebus, to observe the passacaglia of pause exactly until—is my credo. Leaning against an Arles chiffonnier I worried my harlequin lapel while Sashenka offered her paw to coxcombs and swindlers. There was Herr Professor Freund himself, like a general at a country wedding, striking the pose of a mentor, forcing his jokes on the guests.

14
At ombre the critic Marcel Ibataire cracked his reserves of facetiae against my latest feuilleton in Obscenity Daily. Not for long did he jeer at my style while drinking Fanta: turning red as a boiled lobster, I demanded satisfaction. Sasha cooled me down with an invitation to an ecossaise: “Let him go, petit-crevé Marcel makes fun of everyone, has inexhaustible resources of moqueries and bon mots, although he is not a bad man—only essentially social.”
Here stoops Hermann H., jack of all spades, as of late Count Nullius, misallied with an elderly countess for the sake of her granddaughter. He summates in himself Harry Haller and Humbert Humbert and Svidrigailov, of course—though he’s barely taller than Thumbellina. There’s a famous poet—a good soul and a well-meaning fellow—it’s easy to flimflam our beau monde with an inflated reputation, he played the fool for publicity’s sake for about a decade, and—what a sad turn of events!—became a fool in earnest.

Pauvre Lisa is the one parading in the Amazon-style riding habit, more than once did she sally her name in our chronique scandaleuse. She coquets on the couch with a considerable corruptionist, a member of the Sponsors’ Guild but still in need of PR. And there go mon cher and ma chère, arriving without a snag, that’s Dima Aesthete, the passive, and that’s Mitia Snob, the active...

Sasha scattered the attic salt of sarcasm freely, the boy scout lackey brought us seltzer and ice cream bars.

While we revolved in a bolero, I undertook an attack upon her, tried to angle her like a trout with the spinning rod of temptation. Putting a cloying mien on the apogee of a good turn with the sang-froid of a punter I poured into temptation’s mixer two-three measures of charm and a mixture of tenderness, two-three drops of pain tonic, so that the paralysis of desire should rise and stick in her throat like fruit drops—that dam to be carried off by sparkling wine, Russian Golden.
18

Alas, ’twas a hard nut of temptation that struck my incisor.
I took leave before my time was up, not one to dissipate pathos.
That night in my dreams I painted with magnetic gouache
how Sashenka and myself study philosophy in the boudoir.
At dawn I harnessed my aircarriage on aircushions,
entered her chambers, successfully skirting the concierge’s repressions.
A volume of Proust being bookmarked at Swann and Odette’s meeting,
Sasha meditatively sat over runes, telling fortunes.

19

With every fiber of passion I osculated her ringlets,
led gray destroyers of lips over her without radars or portolanos,
.................................until epidermal spasms,
labial anesthesia coming to rest at the cold carapace
of skin—scratch as you might, you cannot penetrate past that,
just as an emery board won’t admit you into a photograph.
My passion’s radiolocators indicated a problem,
she pulled away with a smile, purring a mild mea culpa:

20

“Please understand, it’s all simultaneously complex and simple,
I am not free within bounds—the bounds of myself, get it?
All stirrings from without are filtered within me by inner censors,
all of them doomed to the humiliating ritual of customs inspection.
A traffic barrier blocks the way to anything that instills tremors,
contemn me if you will—with my own hand I signed
my declaration of independence from my desires,
and duty of happiness (pardon my pun!) is my payment for peace of mind.
21
You won’t enter as contraband into my equilibrium, my verdict for you is a final nein—and no sniveling with me here...
Her stainless rebuff appeared to me like a jail to a deserter, a guillotine to a king, and, to a patient, cancer.
Yes, Swannette is right, I must gnaw the flatcake of lovelessness, the radiator of passion is busted, it had a breakdown.
Like megatons of TNT, they’ll raise the temperature of my despair, Swanette, ice cube on my left temple; Sasha, ice cube on my right.

22
That fairy-tale type, that Snow Princess cost me a pretty penny.
Even stuck on the uppermost mark of the scale, Celsius or Fahrenheit won’t defrost me—I’ve placed a veto upon desires, thereby presenting myself with the invoice of loneliness.
I knew: to return to Swannette would be the panacea for pain, but on the Trans-Iberian Express she gave me the slip that morning.
I raced after her in a cab for three nights and three days over the Disney Autobahn, then, irritated in a motel, picked up Barbie, a bar doll,

23
toled over her till crack of dawn like a farmer tills virgin soil, after buying protection against love bugs at a supermarket.
Barbie was the quintessential tabula rasa, without qualities or characteristics, at this point Swannette knocked on the door—but here I lower the curtain...
(Here the Sashenka anecdote comes to an end.)
I rounded off in the middle of a sentence, crumpling up the risqué ending, the deejay surrendering to meringues and coffee in finicky boredom.
My cousin made a vague gesture, crackling with a cracker or honeyed walnuts, “Nobody ever knows how the structure of an adventure might fall out.”

20
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All of a sudden a terrorist troupe—for masks they donned licorice nylons—stitched through the halls and the balustrade with a burst of machine-gun fire.

Marionettes wearing bulletproof eveningwear took down the sentinel hajduks and the landsknecht security detail, penetrated through the manhole on the roof, drilling below through the slates, sounding for opportunities to procure a hashish shipment.

The brigadier of the trained terractors gave the command to fire—and the piano player barely struck the seventh chord on the stereograndpianino.

25

In thirty seconds they peppered the bacchanal with lead hot jalapeños, took the CEO of Lenincest, Ltd., off the board like a pawn, set their sights on the mafia aces and Mario the tenor, stacked them up in a museum, among its collection of mummies.

Only the manager Silvio, he with the eye of a falcon, returned fire—and successfully—with the slingshot of the merchant Kalashnikov, due to a doublet, downed two dudes, then collapsed on Siberian marble, just the blancmange of corpses remained in the Hall of Columns.

26

We locked ourselves in with a latch, building a barricade of props: an armoire and a curvy-legged Queen Anne table.

The picket of monster goons rammed through the barricade with their varnished rifle butts and rubber boot soles.

My cousin turned out to be made not of flint but of civvy fiber, crossfire flicked him away like a worthless counter.

I wouldn’t give a cent for the deejay—a dozen times they shot through him—in fear of death, semen spurted from his secret member.
Inopportune as always, sham death took me under protection, and its patronage totally scrambled up all my cards. I inserted a cassette in the gas projector, then emptied the cartridge, trying to fight my way through the ceramics of the flue. They summoned the aid of a chimneysweep on a radiomedia, he took aim with a schwabring—and I sprawled on the boards right next to the prompt box...

[EO]
**ELEMENTARY THINGS**

**ET 1**

elementary things
don't take up a lot of space
that must be the formula of modernity
not to take up a lot of space
if the place is procreative it
will come into contact with something foreign
if the place spews smoke without fire or cause
it's handier for it to come into contact with nothing
that's why the elementary thing is such a ninny
as if it got kept half its life in the nuthouse
discombobulated completely
though with elementary things it's not so easy to
send 'em packing, lock 'em up in the slammer
they change their places of residence
before the places manage to cover over
like gametes they are

**ET 2**

spot steals up to an elementary thing
to pee on it, sniff it out, bark at it
but the elementary thing doesn't protest
lies where it's warm, doesn't stir
the elementary thing has the brains and tact
a well-tended house of brains
flowers in pots, lots of assorted crapola
an elementary thing conceived about death
about its mythology and physical fitness there's
nothing comforting, sad or funny
standing on all fours, in cubature
onerous augmentation of knowledge about
elementary things are always on duty
towards themselves, and the droplet
of blood showing on an elementary thing
isn’t its problem—they don’t get periods

ET 3

guests come to visit an elementary thing
and it begins to feel it
has no shame, tenderness, bias towards
has no anger, disdain—it looks good
in that hairdo, almost a buzz cut
casually shows them to their seats
suggests they have a drink, cigarette
the elementary thing makes dishes clatter
using a high-class liquid
inconspicuously spreads its legs
bending down, sees no defect in them
long ago some people would swear
a bitch, others tootsie
smiling with uneven upper teeth
the elementary thing invitingly says
look, the auto-da-fe is smokin’

ET 4

the elementary thing heads for the market
of discounted trash, purchases
something pleasant and practical at a sale
anathema or love
товар беспрецедентно быстро приедается
он подвергнут обструкции, закинут
в корзину из низкопробного пластика
элементарная вещь что-то ломает
наверное, руку помощи свыше
элементарные вещи всегда одиноки
хотя и прикованы все к одной точке
tо попарно, то поочередно
одиночество, одиночество—это что
осведомляется элементарная вещь у
это знакомо, отвечает
подкатывая немотивированной рвотой

**ЭВ 5**

если угрожать элементарной вещи
не выкажет себя трусихой и паникером
с обидчиком поведет себя нагловато
dерзко, запанибрата, о пощаде не пикнет
от неуверенности, можно подумать
но в чем быть уверенной элементарной вещи
кроме самой себя; если в ней
что-то кипит внутри—это не страх
не готовность к самопожертвованью
не стремленье к подвигу, к беспокойной жизни
элементарные вещи всегда спокойны
спокойствие перенимают у них ноги
если сорвется на крик элементарная вещь
не терпенье иссякло, это крик радости
победы: ей зачтены прошлые прегрешенья
экземы возмездья можно не опасаться

**ЭТ 5**

threaten an elementary thing
won’t show chicken feathers or yellow belly
will act cheeky with its offender
impudent, familiar, won’t breathe a word of mercy
because of insecurity, one might think
but what can an elementary thing be secure about
other than itself, if there’s something
on the boil inside it, it’s not fear
not openness to self-sacrifice
not yearning for heroism, for unquiet life
elementary things are always calm
it’s their calm that their legs inherit
if an elementary thing lets a cry escape
it’s not that patience ran out, it’s a cry of joy
of victory: past sins have been racked up to its account
the eczema of vengeance need not be feared
ЭВ 6

elementary things live outside the human
being outside is their fad and hobby
something of an elementary thing is buried
in a human being, therein his greatness
but a human being overshadows an elementary thing
that’s what makes him a thoroughfare, uninteresting
one emigrant of jewish extraction
looked into the eye of the elementary thing
on the hudson, without looking away, would have been unsafe
but enthralled by the return on narcissism
advancement in art, accretion of classic forms
in the elementary thing he saw the
objet petit a
he loved himself, though was not good-looking
whereas elementary things always are good-looking
and don’t give for the tiresome shilly-shallying
of uninvited immigrants

ЭВ 7

in principle an elementary thing
has a ducky, agreeable physiognomy
now rolls up to an elementary thing
no putting on airs, it’s easily available
for rapid and concrete penetration
if that thing is done with the elementary thing
nothing nasty can be caught from it
no communion with unexplored reflexes
no choking over the shot of pleasure
the elementary thing delivers excellence
consistently, professionally, enthusiastically
with zest and pizzazz
afterwards it goes to make pee-pee
disappears for a while, singing bawdy
examines with a bewildered eye
the crack in the lintel

the elementary thing undergoes a medical
enters the reception area, then the shower
here the elementary thing jerks off
not because it wants to, that’s how it’s done
plays hard to get for some time
lets its pulse and everything else be felt
lying on ephemeral rubber
the elementary thing has its hand
not figuratively, but in the direct, sexual sense
at first takes it from behind
concentrating on breathing
then from the side
then falls asleep
graphological analysis following the dissection of hand
reveals no signs of violence
left by the elementary thing

the elementary thing sitting at home
watches a shoot-’em-up from Hong Kong
well alright, it too would have liked to
although it doesn’t admit it
blast out of eight pistols at the same time
hang all friendly with the mafia
run dope hush-hush
pinch and paw chanteuses in nightclubs
элементарная вещь брезгует снами
в детстве, после ими ленится обзавестись
отец, мать, братик, сестрица
dля элементарной вещи одно лицо неизведанно
она счастливо миновала комплекс эдипа
и в суицидальный не встряла
но поговаривают, сплетни разносят
у ней объявился символический папуля
перед ним на цырлах она, пани́нья и тихоня
затихохорилась мелкой соплячкой
незамедлительно ее так наказывает
что мордобитье, побои кажутся конфеткой
тумаков от него днем с огнem не дождаться
конфузионо она стоит на закорках
рассчитыва, что повлекшая ее появление
на свет овуляция не состоится

элементарная вещь денегку копит
приумножает по зернышку сбереженья
естественно, в евро, не в национальной валюте

put its skin on the line no bullshit
meddle in dilemmas of family vengeance
show off manliness and high principles
the hell it’s getting it, no such luck
elementary things aren’t ones for movement
should an elementary thing shift, lean
tumble head over heels
it’ll whack into itself right there

an elementary thing disdains dreams
in childhood, afterwards too lazy to get some
father, mother, brother, sister the same
unexplored person for the elementary thing
it successfully skirted the oedipus complex
never got snared in the suicidal
but they say, rumor has it
it now got itself a symbolic papa
acts all mannerly with him, goody-goody, nice-nelly
does the ferretty-poo, the tinny sniveler
right away he punishes so
that blows and beatings feel like bonbons
can’t get a couple of cuffs out of him
the elementary thing does the plough
reckoning the ovulation responsible
for its appearance in the world won’t take place
элементарная вещь футболит большую идею
забивает ее с размаху в новые ворота
один даже на имплантантах не игрок на поле
но элементарная вещь сама себе вони, волчок, овен
подбивает очки штрафные
dовольна, спешит к дачному корпусу
улыбаясь на плес, мельницу на косогоре
развалюху овина, щиток электричества
на крыльце котики преклонного возраста
на застекленной берендейной веранде
зальцбургский стул, персональный компьютер
она вне зеркала расстегивает лифчик
перед заходом в душевую кабину
обнажается бутафория, камуфляж, фэйк тела
элементарная вещь бальзамом и пемзой
в обычной воде не отмойт

not for a rainy day, for a comfy holiday
there it is in the airbus squeezed among
parvvenu ironmongers, horde of pensioners,
and urban computer intellectuals
it warms to the bone on a beach
plumes with makeup, waits for the prince
with hollywood smile and bullish biceps
who’d drive up, make jokes, escort to a eurodisco,
pay for cocktails, entice, force
and with a stroke of his magic wand
annihilate its rootless elementarity
there’s no prince to be seen—in the vitriol-colored sea
a white stain, the crappy sail of the windsurfer

ET 12
the elementary thing plays ball with the big idea
kicks as kick can into a brand new goal
even with implants, one doesn’t make a team
but the elementary thing is a team unto itself, a top, a ram
it lines up penalty kicks, is content
hurries to the summer retreat housing complex
smiling at the broad river, the hillside windmill
run-down barn, fuse box
aged seals commune on the stoop
on the glassed-in folkyesque veranda
salzburg chair, personal computer
outside the mirror unhooks its bra
before enters the shower cabin
baring the props, the camo, the f/x of the body
the elementary thing can’t wash off
in ordinary water with balsam and pumice
the elementary thing alone on a rocky road

got everything with—mittens, tail without fail
there’s potholes around, elevations, ruts, gullies
stars, each of them such a humongous bitch
milky seed flooding the shore

close-by—a palisade of five-story buildings
loving hands there are molding dumplings
cheese pancakes, something meaty or vegetarian

the elementary thing lives it up off of
not much of a life, but a shame to chafe

the elementary thing trips, tears down to tartarus
a brief course in infernal geography
superstitions from three world religions
isobaths of fire, monsoon from a white-hot forge
imitation leather accessories, hullabaloo of kama-sutra
significantly corrected

ЭВ 15

элементарная вещь мастер-класс проводит
балует слушателей ординарным ликбезом
учит—если их поволокут, выпроводят пинками
не оттопыриваться, не упираться
элементарная вещь перед ними откроет космос
там все искусственно, все короткой строкой
научпопа—зодиакальная мутотень
снизу солярные знаки
сбоку лунарные символы
затяжные циклы посвящения в
элементарная вещь подчинению учит
склоненные выи, регламент, ордена, юбиляры
после занятий она тамадой энтузиастичной
алаверды произносит за правительственные реформы
элементарная вещь привязана к власти
обратное сомнительно

ЭВ 16

иногда элементарные вещи бывают злыдни
грубянки, отбрайвают приставал с ходу
еще те колючки, по детски раскипятятся
элементарные вещи серчают на
хорохорятся—заезженные драндулеты
они злоязычные язвочки с перчинкой
палец им в рот положи—отпрянут
не запереть их в курятнике иль овчарне

ET 15

the elementary thing teaches a master-class
spoils listeners with regular fundamentals
teaches—if they’re dragged, ushered out with kicks
not to insist, not to flash their colors
the elementary thing opens unto them a cosmos
there everything’s imitation, in the style of
sci-pop digest—zodiacal backwash
solar signs below
lunar symbols to the side
long cycles of initiation into
the elementary thing teaches obedience
reclinated necks, regulations, medals, anniversaries
when class is over, like an enthusiastic emcee
motioning “all yours,” pronounces for governmental reforms
the elementary thing feels sentimental about power
the reverse is questionable

ET 16

elementary things can be pissy
nasties, take pests down a peg in mid-motion
also prickly, go zero to sixty like children
elementary things resent
strut their stuff around—hackneyed jalopies
they are, evil-tongued ulcers with a jalapeño
stick a hand in their mouth and they recoil
can’t lock ‘em up in a hencoop or sheepfold
hens or sheep, they still got some character
always feel something lacking: youth, first prize
doom 3, checkers, charades
never got compassion, snobbery, beatitude, baseness
are anthropoid traits, nor anthracite eyedrops
suitable education, worm in the moral apple, an evil eye
always feel something lacking to avoid being a funny bunny
to crawl out of this cloaca

ET 17

an elementary thing respects the poverty
of logic, language, the homeless, so on
many birds have gone dead and blind
not just swallows but also wagtails
warblers, chaffinches, corncrakes
perceives the ornithological atlas
the pushers gone extinct and the madcap hawkers
it’s time for the elementary thing to skedaddle
before somebody took care of it
 packs slips into the suitcase
has been notified, going nowhere
spies on itself for many years
unthinkingly approaches the transom
the whole attic can be kept under fire
if not for apophasis, they’d’ve all kicked the bucket
 sends whatever’s left into the garbage bin

ET 18

the elementary thing rids itself of makeup
patina of the image, scum of the superego
scab of the I, after unmasking
becomes not more complex, much more elementary
irregardless of who—sanatorium granny
drunken bloat, respectable grad student
old maid with wobbly dental bridge
young sadist—has every chance for a rapid rise
they call it out on the carpet or to an office meeting
give it to it, tell it off, issue a reprimand
peck at it, nick at it, set it straight, load it down
till they totally have the elementary thing fetch, roll over
spruces itself up, succeeds
in diacritics, glides along the surface
doesn’t think about essentials

ЭВ 19

элементарные вещи проявляются в танце
этому ее обучил заратустра
у нее маленькие уши, цвет мака
это она переняла у аriadны
недуги и хвори элементарной вещи
несерьезны, понятны и малоопытному клиницисту
обследование предстоит, очередь к логопеду
за лингвокоррекцией последнее слово
к чему конвульсии и корчи такие
в девять лет—диатезы детства
dевяноста четыре года—любимица факультета
к сорока—склонна к чеддеру и камамберу
замужем за обеспеченным баламутом
в шестьдесят и т.д. радуют внуки
элементарная вещь в колумбарном проеме
закручен гопаком или фанданго

ET 19

the elementary thing shows itself in dancing
as zarathustra taught it
has small ears, the color of poppies
as adopted from ariadne
the ailments and disorders of the elementary thing
insignificant, clear even to a green clinician
checkup forthcoming, queue at the speech therapist’s
last word belongs to language correction
why such cramps and convulsions
at nine, childhood diatheses
at nineteen, voted most popular
at forty, disposed towards cheddar and brie
wife of a well-heeled rascal
at sixty and so on, delights in grandchildren
the elementary thing in the columbarium maw
twists in a hopak or fandango
the elementary thing does some hoodoo voodoo
surrounds itself with talismans, a couple of amulets
after that event it came back to town
picked up a kind of jimmy
dropped it, collapsed on the couch
got fixated on the picture mat
the elementary thing spreads its long legs
brings them together again, nothing happens
burned the meatloaf on margarine
can’t find the thin gilette blade
gulped down tetrahedron pills
an omen, indispensable for epic singers
paroxysms of magical vomit
the white egg of the orphics rolled
after that event, that trip outside the city
the elementary thing no longer allows

the elementary thing prior to confirmation
descends to the meadow, the floodplain, hillside
what should be known about the elementary thing
it has an increate, morbid, inanimate nature
the elementary thing is always mimicking something
rarely itself, more often the papal nuncio, satrap
old father superior or stepmother maniac
usually monsters or cultural figures
it sometimes imitates an immobilized idol
cadaver tricked out in sackcloth
professor basking in auditoria
at times struts like a hussar, fans itself with a dolman
wears a cossack coat, on the rim of a reservoir
it’s a water lily, madonna lily, the little flowers of a saint
the elementary thing leads a pleasant kind of life
purely contemplative

ET 22

elementary things settle down in cities
like LA or Tokyo, but vaster
city dwellers to the very marrow
of the femur, the intricate lilac veins
in the city an elementary thing dissolves
thus a sugar cube in ceylon pekoe
thus a fellah or dowser on a desiccated horizon
they pick the wealthier cities
in Rome among aediles and centurions
they’d have been more comfortable, but Rome is not what it used to
cities offer heaps of useful opportunities for
an elementary thing—for example
win somebody’s love, gain knowledge
chase happiness, they prefer to gape at
the zinc drainpipe until they croak
little corpses in a caravansary of offal

ET 23

elementary things
occupy an empty and conspicuous place
make excellent high-ranking officials
can read and write, speak several languages, without admitting to
they understand anything: sanskrit, the vulgate
defa cant, agglutination
esperanto, slang, but from the inside
simulate dunces, give
выдают себя за полудурков, за недалеких недотяткомок, такова их политика внедренья будь они экспедитором иль атаманом их за инаковость водворили бы в каталажку не с бухты-барахты они осуществляют этапы диверсионного замысла сделать каждую вещь элементарной всем стало бы легче

ЭВ 24

элементарная вещь всего на свете дичится боится—заставят отзывчивой быть, чадолюбивой боится—превознесут, облекут в яхонт, оникс, яшму иль надругаются, превратят в писсуар, параншу все, что с вещами делают нелепо, преступно но неизбежно, на то вещная воля нет для нее экологов, чтоб заступились постоять за себя, порыпаться считает бестактным для нее акватинта уничиженья дольче а то просто сделают, доведут до ума, до страсти вытолкнут в талую старость, неказистое детство возьмется какой лудильщик или ловчиха фельдшер, ювелир, программист, чудик сделают из нее ухищрение или функциональный мазок интерьера, лонжерон, а то и бивни протыкающие

ЭВ 25

элементарная вещь сама себе табулятор сама устанавливает пробелы, разграниченья итерации, сама приготовляет кошницу

таким образом они оставляют для полудурков, ставят их за недотяткомок, такова их политика внедренья будь они экспедитором иль атаманом их за инаковость водворили бы в каталажку не с бухты-барахты они осуществляют этапы диверсионного замысла сделать каждую вещь элементарной всем стало бы легче

ET 24

the elementary thing bolts from everything fears they’ll force it to be sensitive, child-loving extol it, dress it in ruby, onyx, jasper or degrade it, convert it to a urinal, slop bucket whatever gets done to things is absurd, criminal but unavoidable, such is the will of things the elementary thing has no ecologists to intervene for it considers self-defense, squeaky wheeling tactless finds the aquatint of self-abasement dolce or else they’ll just do it to it, bring it to sense, sensibility out it into slushy old age, homely childhood some tinman will show up, or wheeler-dealer paramedic, jeweler, programmer, weirdo make a contrivance out of it, a functional detail of the interior, girder, or even tusks sticking through

ET 25

the elementary thing is its own tab key sets spaces by itself, and borders iterations, prepares its own basket
independence its capricious, go-getter trump card
no one upbraids an elementary thing for doing it
with somebody off, whether cold-shouldered a coryphaeus
laid under a numbskull, its trait is
to give account to no one for its crotchets
for the tremor of intimacy, behaving like a pig
flippant thoughtlessness—such a poseur
is the elementary thing, like the piggy-bank of the alphabet
of frivolous voids, always occupied with each other
curiosity towards the elementary thing may be satisfied if from its direction exudes
reciprocal curiosity

[EO]
**THE FAUN AND A FEW**

**the faun and the unfeigned**

the faun—perhaps a woman, who knows true attachment, inner feeling nearness in the soul, tutti frutti takes hold in the mind, chirps, spurts bows towards absolute freeze Bacchante fans herself with her thyrsus the fonts freaked during reinstallation the unfeigned steps from her greaves pours to the granary pours

**the faun and the unknown**

the faun—a work of découpage, a figure of reason, the bone dice of Mallarmé self-speak, a trinket stolen the faun—a woman in age questing after nastiness, an hour’s pleasure groping like macher or schmuck out there, ignoring borders, tirelessly obedient to the chime of inner bells the unknown—her unreason

---

**ФАВН И НЕКИЕ**

**фавн и нежный**

если фавн—женщина, знающая живая привязанность, глубинное чувство душевная близь, tutti frutti втемяшится, пыжится, пырхает и никнет в полное оледененье вакханка обмахивается тирсом при перезагрузке скрипты полетели нежный высвобождается от поножей в житницу сыплется

**фавн и некоторый**

фавн—образец декупажа, фигура разума, косточка малларме отсебятина, заграбастанное нечто фавн—женщина в возрасте взысканья мерзотного, часика счастья пронырой и шмукозой она шарит где-то вне, границ не покладая повинуясь внутреннему трезвону некоторый—ее нералумье
the faun and the untouchable

the faun—a woman, but not everywoman
the untouchable—likewise not everyman
wimp, runt, macho are brushed off at once
also the sissy, workaholic
mumbler, and right-off-the-bat harasser
between untouchable and faun
it can’t work out, that’s clear enough
takes no great insight
they’ve no reason to hack it together

the faun and the unearthly

the faun—a cloudless woman
light on her feet, a tattoo on her elbow
the smile of Baal, three sefirot
the supernatural does not thrill her
the second coming has no draw
religion, tincture of opium
only gags, suspense not gripping
the unearthly does not judge
complete understanding—also a pose
the faun and the unschooled

the faun—an educated woman with a high IQ, with a future ambitions won’t be poisoned like roaches professional grasp—an advance on stable income the unschooled deconstructs her explains, what gives, what for they make such a mess together the housing list people screwed again

the faun and the unwieldy

the faun does not shun heroism heroism can be individual when calm is sacrificed for a whim, a slap, a momentary fancy the unwieldy is always glad of a smack in the face under corporate heroism they serve the prestigious elite, the general idea heroism of the gunner, grubstreeter, security guard don’t mix so easily in scandal

фавн и неуч

фавн—женщина, обученная с высоким IQ, с будущим амбиции не переморить, не тараканы профессиональная хватка—задаток устойчивого благополучья неуч ее пропесочит объяснит, что почем, с какой стати такой срач разведут вместе очередников опять прокатили

фавн и недотепа

фавн не чуждается героизма героизм бывает индивидуальным когда спокойствием жертвуют ради прихоти, взбрыка, минутной блажи недотепа всегда рад получить плюху при героизме корпоративном служат престижным элитам, общей идее героизм пушкаря, журналисти, вахтера в бузу встревают не просто так
the faun and the unexpected

the faun—an updated version of a human, a giant safety pin twists its tip to the sky
the unexpected—a curtailed version of the same, without no stash
no cheap weed
they’re buds, like a pair of boots
the text-edit crashed on
waving Hermes’ staff

the faun and the unkempt

the faun doesn’t flee life’s burdens
such a trooper, weft and warp a pair
seared bog, crabgrass torn up
a pelt, incompletely cured
the faun—a woman in the sweat of face
the unkempt entirely another sort
doesn’t look after himself, plays fast and loose
sniffs whatever comes along
thinks about his own, about committed violence, not really noticeable anywhere
the faun and the unbegun

the faun—threadbare, from despair
a woman at the fence, accordion sounds
could work on assembling florilegia
or make for the corral, the satyr play
bent on a swift, certain solution,
constructive, slightly fatal
sets out for provisions, nutrition
the faun, if she does it, swallows
the unbegun, always spits

the faun and the unskilled

the faun knows how to look after
cheer up, scrub a pot
fill out the necessary forms
betray someone, when it’s unbearable
suck caramels and cherry drops
nibble on halvah, clean fennel
get cash from the beat-up bankomat
the unskilled is also completely used to
breaking it down, when necessary

фавн и непочатый

фавн—затасканная, из отчаяния
женщина у плетня, звуки тальянки
заняться ли составлением флорилегий
или в загон, в сатирову драму
склонна к быстрым, твердым решениям
конструктивным, немного фатальным
отправляется за продуктами питания
фавн если делает, то с проглотом
непочатый сплевывает

фавн и неумека

фавн умеет заботиться о
приободрять, казаны драить
нужные бланки заполнять
изменять кому-то, когда невмоготу
сосать карамельки и барбариски
грызть косхалву, перебирать щавель
кэш изымать из хлипенького банкомата
неумека тоже совсем приобвыкся
разевает варежку когда надо
фавн и неказистый

фавн—женщина только-только молодая, уже страшится старения боится—морщинками пойдет, обрюзгнет сплошные болячки, клиника всякая воз и ныне там, ни одной бороздки неказистый позволяет фавну себя поцеловать, нахмурив лобешник если бы все тогда состоялось сколько такому цена

the faun and the unendowed

the faun—a woman, ever so young, already scared of getting old she fears, wrinkles will come, and flab sores everywhere, everything clinical the cart is still there, not one furrow the unendowed allows the faun a kiss, on crumpled brow if all this were to happen what would be the price

[RB]
THE REVERED CATEGORIES

the whatever category

it’s customary to revere the whatever category for its rumpled, scandalous character, for that light between the blinds, for that splashing in the dishwasher, a toyboat on the Themes, customarily, but not consistently, a chemisette flaps, an ankle-hi slips off a foot, a cluster gathers at the disaster zone, miserly wages, amigos on break, what’s Gorby to them, what’s Kuchma, a little bit of gluconate, some kind of freakshow with a hairdo from a Brazilian telenovela, been blacked out for a while now, at the nadir somewhere everything was ground to dust, the dreamcoat straightened out, the godson’s wildest dream: the pussy of the goodwife of the godfather, shampooeski pours on the carpeting, secondhand clothes sold piecemeal or by the pound, and schmattes, in shambles, scattered during the move

УВАЖАЕМЫЕ КАТЕГОРИИ

некоторая категория

некоторую категорию принято уважать за неприглядный, скандальный характер, за просвечивание сквозь жалюзи, за бультыхание в помоях, кораблик по Темзе,

 принято, но не всегда, взмах шемизетки, с ноги спадает следок, кучуются возле района бедствия, выплаты мизерные, кунаки на отдыхе, что им до горби, до кучмы им,

глюконата немного, такое чудилово с прической из бразильского сериала, давненько в отключке, и где-то в надире все перемололось, и панову оправил,

предел мечтания крестника – киска у благоверной своей крестного, проливается шампусик на ковролин, секонд хэнд продают на вес и поштучно, и шмотье все сумбурно

разбросано при переезде
the category of dereliction

the revered category, with honesty, not Nestea, 
chows down muesli, pricey sashimi, 
cheap dried apricots, a mid-level manager 
adjusts his slacks, the weight off his back, 
mislaid, misplaced the household gods, 
the millionaire does dirty laundry, 
come on, baby, dole out the tragedy, 
pull down those sport shorts, a terrorist-ignoramus 
goes before the tribunal, a folksinger 
lounges around somewhere, the pussyhair bulges, 
something sparks between the two—ardor, 
lust, shame—know your Gospel, 
suck my dick, mud all around and eyelashes 
cutting the eyes, drove the drunk into a stupor, 
home sweet home, oppressive stress attack, 
exhaustion's not a gargoyle exactly, but as frightful 
and fatally boring
the category of sincerity

twisted off the spigot, broke from the chain, a leap from the windowsill, same old peepee on the toilet seat,

those who strive for sincerity: the lightweight, homophobe, out-of-towner, bimbette, alas, dead end, a high ‘n’ tight for the long haul, brow bloodied beyond the call, drank himself gaga, okay now, go to sleep,

aspirin tablets, heavy rigging in the sails, all this for a tear, so as to sprinkle it, he went AWOL, resists—that serf, varlet, lackey, a bubble bath

of fir tree oil, asbestos crumbles, the guy got sacked, the wino hollers, love, compassion, freakout, déjà vengeance, it’s all somehow not right—from his cage the tapir

gazes in disbelief
the category of pity

in this category, you won’t get anywhere with flattery, shut your trap, you-know-who, or else, big tragedy, such crap, what’s that hand after, get your things and move it, the cop car

signals, stadium explodes, coyote flickers, somewhere tones the nome of the aulos, it’s the speak of modern man about, all strung out, oh, a fingernail scrapes velvet, a hairshirt, a toadie, the archon rules the mysteries, they all got busted, bend over and don’t whine, Holstein with an aftertaste of aluminum won’t leave you be, off to the altar, the rot spread, charged up the cell, the sleigh driver didn’t watch the dogs, bloody thorns, under the influence everything’s weightless, the staff cleans out the ship’s cabin, all gone foul, someone’s briefcase with chewed-up trim

категория жалости

уважаемую категорию не купишь на лесть, шатапнись, кому говорят, а не то, потрясенье великое, вот байда, и куда полез, собирай бебехи и топай, ментовка

сигналит, взрывается стадион, мелькает койот, где-то звучит аэлодический ном, это речь современного человека о, плющит сильно, о бархат скребет ноготь,

власяница, холудина, заправляет архонт мистерией, всех заметелили, нагнись и не хнычь, с привкусом алюминия Холстен не дает покоя, и под венец, развели гниль,

подзарядил мобильник, за упряжкой каюр не доглядел, багровые тернии, подшофе все невесомей, прибирает каюту персонал, все протухло, чей-то портфель с пожеванною обшивкой
the category of seemliness

a revered category, not a cardboard dummy,  
so much tenderness, hits the nail on the head,  
the heat subsided, the plazas emptied out,  
a waste of effort, a fitness workout  
can’t be bad, snagged the devil, a pack of hounds on sanatorium grounds, no cut for the likes of you, mix iodine with prosody for a good gargle, material challenges have been postponed  
for better days, fussed over a puppy, besides that nearsighted pain there’s nothing here, the eye closeth, got on the web, bragged about her new hairdo to, there’s a serious deficit down there,  
two-three buns in the oven, stood through the service, the maidenly pubis, the open gob, he cooked up a little something, only nastiness to follow, that buddy of his,  
on seeing the thugs, sped up
the category of condescension

dried up in the cartridge, the desperate gesture
frozen, maw at the ready, a nervous tick
aggravates, the waiter gets tips,

not quite that identity, panpipes, a well-pounded
steak, this is risky, decide what-the,
make peace with it, get fed up either way,
oh, what a wise guy, the crackle of the drill,

shameless at the pulpit, can’t stand
pubs, got smashed and can’t sleep,
the weird dude got fixed up, the halfwit toastmaster
barks up the wrong tree, it’s cold in the sacristy, the Tomahawk

aims southeast, the dead end
exhausts itself, a watered-down drink
seems off topic, the lout drones on
off topic, the friar frowns, big deal

to pet an ankle
the category of intimacy

the category of intimacy, a morning jog,
the situation’s desperate, there will be gossip,
a femme fatale, gonorrhea, knocked-up, the breeding ground
of seals, squeak-thing, rattle-thing, one hoo-hoo
gone mute, third-grade cursive without pressure,
recommendations for users, hoarfrost on, shit,
what are you after, thrice-kissed in Christ, dillweed
crushed fine, what a numbskull, missed the date,

the testosterone level, ananke kicked in,
lips search for someone, is the prisoner
singing, is the mariner, the kid who stayed back
got a banana, atonality, the clinamen of the ebb tide
causes anxiety, the river pirate whistles, the shaft
turns, somewhere: matins, ingested benzodiazepine,
the Red October piano gets hauled out
to the dump, the uniform yanked up, sharpened the memory

of intimacy with somebody
the category of stuckiness

category of yuckiness, stuckiness,
a twosome in the clinker, freakin’ shriekin’, economic crisis

approaches, the contractors couldn’t pull it off,
screwing people over is in style, a pity no time for empires,
drew a nude, poverty exasperates,
glass of Gzhelka will warm the gut, the choice of lipsticks
is not so great, the grain is milled, the whetstone honed,
it seems, on the sharpening block, why so wound up, the profit
dropped by a third, the threshing barns creak,
reassured in vain, pawed up and down, a swallow or swift
flies out, harassed by paean, ripped a program
off of payware, the tympanum sounds upbeat, compulsive types
note it all down, in a flash, something tumbled out
of the coffer, scored a bag o’ weed, feed
with emulsifiers is poisonous, career building
takes so much time, surprisingly sober for being
plastered yesterday

[KB]
UNFOUNDED OFFENCES / SOME PECULIARITIES / TENSE EXPECTATIONS

she has been given

she has been given to another man
not one time, not two, and there’s no coo-chee-coo
the video player trips, about time
to take it to the fix-it, that gook’s nose
is all smushed flat, the buckwheat
carelessly cut, no hussarski antics
she has been given, demobbed soldiers masturbate, the milk
oozes, slices of soured pizza
exfoliate, the poliomyelitis kids
in the sanatorium, locked in clinch hold, gypsies
shrilly beg, no way to get away
from grief, she has been given, even tough guys
can’t bear it, made him eat humble
pie, a messy-haired band member
mumbles something, from behind, the textile
combine stands idle, swallowed
and hucked, across the border
it’s the same damn thing, she has been given,
the dairy yield grows higher and higher, can’t mend
those holey pockets, the old guy stayed
under, flips back his hair, the gangsters
blew their luck, in the corner the filly

НАПРАСНЫЕ ОБИДЫ/НЕКОТОРЫЕ ОСОБЕННОСТИ/НАПРЯЖЕННЫЕ ОЖИДАНИЯ

она отдана

она отдана другому мужчине
не раз и не два, но не в том сисипюси,
видак барахлит, пора бы в починку
снести его, сильно приплюснут

нос у того чучмека, прорежена гречка
небрежно, не выпендреж гусарский,
ona отдана, дембеля рукоблудят, млеко
сочится, пищцы прогорклые слайсы

шелушатся, полиомиелитные детки
в санатории, в клинче сцепились, джипси
попрошайничают визгливо, от горя деться
некуда, она отдана, двужильным

и тем не стерпеть, опустили
ниже уровня плинтуса, патлатый
музмен что-то бубнит, с тыла, текстильный
комбинат простаивает, сглатыва-вал и отхаркивал, за кордоном
все та ж лабуда, она отдана, надон
повышаются неуклонно, карман дырявый
не залатать, не вырулил дяденька, прядью

помавает, прошляпила шайка-лейка
свою удачу, в углу стригунок-малолетка
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разревелась, в тимбукту спешка
ни к чему, она отдана, портупея
поскрипывает, два пирихия, такая
херня, кривоватый кеннилинг у скальда
складывается, она отдана, паромщик
наводит мосты с пассажирами, кролик
так удава и не увидел

опыт не прибавляет
опыт не прибавляет, с будильника
содрана кожа времени, озноб, обжегся еще раз,
сила и мудрость причем, такое мудилово,
что за любовь, улыбочка с прищуром,
смердяковщина, кряква, буханка нарезана
наспех, после смены народ ломанулся,
троглодиты, с балоболькой миндальнечал, жезл бы,
посох и свиток, здорово шизанутый
водила лихачил, о перепихе вякнула
второпях, опыт не прибавляет, парня
охомутили, мундштук, арапник, в связях быть
поосторожней, на нем лица нет, пропащий
вид, опыт не прибавляет, еще граммую бы
залить, смели подчистую, балка
на долбанутом кронштейне, искал кому бы тут
залепить, жарень, и сицилиана, банный

weeps, no reason to run off
to timbuktu, she has been given, the sword-belt
creaks, two pyrrhics, such bullshit,
the kenning that bard’s composing
is getting pretty crooked, she has been given, the ferryman
and passengers build bridges, the rabbit
never saw the python coming

experience doesn’t help
experience doesn’t help, the skin of time
torn off the alarmclock, a chill, got burnt again,
strength and wisdom—for what, such a schmuck,
what kind of love is that, a squinty smile,
smerdyakoviness, quack-duck, the loaf
cut hurriedly, after the shift, people bolted,
the troglodytes, said sweet nothings to a chatterbox, were there a scepter
staff and scroll, completely bonkers
the driver tore it up, rashly let slip
about the quickie, experience doesn’t help, the guy
got hitched, cigarette holder, hunting whip, be more careful
in relationships, he seems dazed, lost
look, experience doesn’t help, if only there were
another drop, swept clean away, a beam
on a messed-up bracket, he looked for someone
to punch, heat, aria siciliana, bathing
день, она трепло то еще, но миляга, клейкая пшенка, ее назойливо домогался годами, опыт не прибавляет, ее коленками сыт не будешь, брехня это все, рогатка

куда ни кинь, симпатизируя отказалась хоть и могла по другому, съели уже, дудки, на кровати сидела, без всего, заказчики всегда правы, все съели, мимо идущий

козу показал, засветло

ненужные поверхности

ненужных поверхностей кривда, с прицепом дергач, пререкался в благих целях,

пристрастился к спиртному, натужно боров опростался, ненужных поверхностей обработка

термическая, перед нею филонил, жахнул две-три порции, сплоховал, еще нажалу-

ется хрычовка, железистое обожание ненужных поверхностей, не проскоблить кинжалом

ровненький желобок, лоханулся, с миру по нитке тянул, так облажаться, ломиться

даже не в дверь, в перекошенную року ненужной поверхности, с облучка, без подорожной,

day, she's a major windbag, but a cutie, sticky kasha, he courted her, obtrusively,

for years, experience doesn't help, you won't be satisfied with her knees, damn lies, obstruction

wherever you look, sympathizing, she refused, though she could have done otherwise, already ate it, no way, sat on the bed, completely bare, the customers are always right, ate it all up, a passerby

made the goat-sign, at sunup

unnecessary surfaces

the untruth of unnecessary surfaces, an engine with a trailer, bickered with good intentions,

developed an affection for spirits, the boar, straining, relieved his bowels, thermal treatment

of unnecessary surfaces, with her he acted interested, downed two-three shots, blundered, the hag

will like as not complain, adoration of unnecessary surfaces leaves an iron aftertaste, can’t plane a level

duct with a dagger, he screwed up, earned a penny on everyone, to botch it like that, break down

not even a door, but the twisted mug of an unnecessary surface, from the coach box, without traveling papers,
somehow, got trashed, can’t hold a spondee
in his trembling, from act one

the action didn’t catch, chill out, came across the girl who puts out
unnecessary surfaces, a wedding party romps around

the dive, ergon feels flattered to pose
as energeia, the mould on unnecessary surfaces

blooms, a narrow step, the undercassock’s
too short, the logaoeds drone, the hoed flowerbeds

weeded just so-so, the ploughshare yonder
rusts, the days grown longer, the winnowing machine

below the awning has collapsed, the harbinger of unnecessary surfaces
got distracted, the jaeger aimed, another redundant archway

brutally sundered

правильные решения

их отношения породили немало
недоуменья, сплетен, ругани и смеха,
они были выше этики, за гранью нормальных
чутств, вне всего, не особо заметны

он без труда порождал решения
правильные, хоть и поспешно, таков матэзис,
она требовала любви, что не пришей рукав,
он только любовь и предлагал, потеха

the right decisions

their relationship engendered more than a little
bewilderment, gossip, quarrel, guffaws
they were above ethics, beyond the realm
of normal feelings, beyond everything, not particularly noticeable

without effort, he engendered the right
decisions, if hastily, such was the mathesis,
she demanded love like a silk purse,
he offered only love, what a riot
she engendered affects in men
without trying, it turned out that way,
neither a tank nor a wet blanket, nor a rotten egg, nor a peach,
unfounded offences sent her spinning with any muchacho

their relations, it seems, were engendered
by the social conditions, economics of sex,
politics of sincerity, lack of money,
particularities of the day, the rewinding of the tape,

some pirated screen copy

giving the boot

the puppeteer yanked the wrong hole
giving the boot to whatever comes
ye’ve gotten rid of the puzzling excess
too bad she got pissed at that swine

seems she grew wise in malevolence
giving the boot to everything he fucked
unwillingly, uselessly cursing and
too bad she chewed out that lazybones

giving the boot to cogency
the soilsops of a toddler, it cost that helot
blood, sweat, tears, a rookie, a zephyr
blew, it’s all bad booze, rotted in the barrel

the sodomic ideal, only wet tea leaves
too bad she got into a spat with that fool
giving the boot to everything pitiful
blew up at the dweeb, somewhere there’s a harvest
not his own master, sovereign of Xanadu and Ozymandias, whatever he grabbed giving the boot to it, kicking it down floor by floor, the flock can see, an idler

with elegance, feasted on anthiaris too bad she got righteous on the vagabond can’t erase the black-and-blue mark from the thief on the other side, he slinked away

the stigmata showed, tight connection too bad she desired that Duremar burnt Arabica in a Turkish coffee pot giving the boot to everything that stinks

a segment of the market cornered, generousaurus gone wild, snail in the saucepan, sickly eidos cracked, a cheap bottle of Joy used up, a long time lying

in the ole museum, the cerebellum masters all giving the boot—and it don’t break under any—the shakes, handful of winter crops too bad she took up with that gawker

too bad she didn’t chill out at the beach waving a golfclub, the loser meandered into the clinic, played in the wrong octave giving the boot to everything that cost

a pretty penny, but not that penny
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ИСТОЧНИКИ РАДОСТИ

приложенный квиток

квиток оторван, очистить от спорыньи
муку не просто, пыхтит гребчиха
два долбоеба спелись у пивного
ларька, авторитет подорван

пошел на попятную, на гребне
успеха захапал, сладкая парочка
спиртягу гоняет, совсем снял
худрук спаянного коллектива

в руке надорванный квиток
горит исхлестанная ланита
о неправедном возопил, в ответ
раздаваться будет одно ну что ты

загрязненье среды, буркалы
вращаются, на стремянке
маляр орудует, круто взялись
муха возле арбузной корки

самаритянку гонят метлой
из дома, билет казначейский
скомкан в руке, квиток приложен
куда не надо, смята манишка

книжный червь распрямился, готов
«Доширак», кругом гоп со смыком
голова квадратная, выше крыши
безрукавка скроена по фигуре

FOUNTS OF JOY

a stub, enclosed

stub detached, no piece of cake
sifting the chaff from the flour, the crew chick pants
two fuckheads find harmony by the beer
kiosk, subverted authority

beats retreat, made a grab
on the crest of success, sweet couple
downs the hooch, the artistic director
of a tight team lost his marbles

a stub detached upon his palm
the stricken cheek burns bright
bewailed unrighteousness, in response
will sound only Oh come now

environmental pollution, peepers
revolve, housepainter performs
atop stepladder, went to town
a fly circles the melon rind

Samaritan woman expelled
with a broom, hand crumples
Treasury bill, a stub attached
where the sun don’t shine, shirtfront is wrinkled

the bookworm stood up and walked
ramen is ready, forced entry everywhere
hangover head, over the top
the sweatervest fits the figure
as it turned out

1

as it turned out, they went barbecuing
former classmates, college buddies
packed the skewers, the rusty grill
Moldavian wine, marinated meat
a cooler of beer, two plastic bottles
of mineral water, even paper
napkins, homemade dill pickles
mosquito repellant, a tabloid for kindling
six packs of smokes, audiocassettes
inexpensive vodka, though not everyone relished
ethyl alcohol Deluxe, pathetic finances
did not allow for Russian Standard
all in all a choice inventory, downed a screw-driver prior to leaving, got into
a freshly painted Opel, the guy that drove it
lucky bastard who broke into small business

2

knew for sure why he took up space
besides him, the car fit four
three had tried themselves out in trade, in commerce
she still lived off her parents
here she alone represented the fair sex
lucky girl, she was tickled by it but also abashed
the presence of one of her girlfriends would have reduced
the uninvited intensity of attention towards her
but she had no use for the superfluous competition
moreover she had already practiced
intimate relations with three of those present
of differing duration but with the same result

история вышла

1

история вышла, выехали на шашлыки
бывшие сокурсники, друзья по институту
взяли шампуры, проржавевший мангал
вино молдавское, вымоченное мясо
контейнер с пивом, минеральной воды
две пластиковые бутылки, даже салфетки
бумажные, огурцы домашней засолки
мазь от комаров, для растопки газету «МК»
курева пачек шесть, аудиокассеты
недорогую водку, хотя спирт «Люкс»
жаловали не все, но плацищие финансы
не позволили взять «Русский стандарт»
затарились грамотно, отвертку
перед выездом хлопнув, уселись
в свежевыкрашенный «опель», его вел
удачник, выбившийся в мелкий бизнес

2

твердо знаящий, зачем небо коптит
кроме него, в салон четверо уместились
трое пробовали себя в коммерции, в торговле
она жила еще на родительские деньги
прекрасный пол здесь представляла она одна
ee это радовало, везунь, чуточку смущало
наличие подружки снизило бы нежелательный
эффект повышенного к ней вниманья
но лишняя конкуренция ей ни к чему
к тому же, с тремя из присутствующих здесь
интимные отношения она уже практиковала
разной длительности, с результатом одним
with each partner she felt something wanting
she didn’t try it with number four, what kicked in
the instinct of protection from the unnecessary, why
it lay dormant in the three other cases
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she explained to herself, lack of experience
youth, curiosity, ants in, there was nothing
to regret, nothing to admire
they parked by the lake, on grounds allotted
to recreation outside city limits, the many fire pits
had already colored the earth brown, ochre, turned it
grayer than a detective’s temples or an unpleasant memory
and just as vulgar, conforming to the taste
of the average consumer, mom with stroller
boss with gaunt model-quality wife
pensioner couple with miracle of technology radio
they got out, unloaded the victuals, went to forage
for wood chips, planks, sticks, her assistance
clearly not required, she grabbed a can of beer
with determination set out on a footpath
grumbling, I’m going into the bushes, so they don’t bother her
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with questions, men occupied with the quest for fire
generally pay no attention to women
her notification was left without proper response
about ten minutes later she clambered out on the overgrown
bank of a stream, even mobilizing her meager
arsenal of botanical knowledge, she hardly could have
named one tenth of the motley quivering mass
presented by the local flora, in her memory there surfaced
lily, water lily, buttercup, pansies, also the story

вечно ей от партнера чего-нибудь не хватало
с четвертым не пробовала, сработал инстинкт
предохраненья от необязательного, почему
он так бездействовал в трех остальных
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она себе объяснила отсутствием опыта
молодостью, любопытством, шилом в, жалеть
было не о чем, нечем и восхищаться
припарковались у озера, место, отведенное для
загородного досуга, от многочисленных кострищ
земля здесь успела побуреть, порыжеть, стать
более виска фандорина иль памяти о неприятном
столь же пошловатой, приспособленной под вкус
среднего потребителя, мамки с коляской
хозяина жизни с тощей, поднумной женой
четы пенсионеров, с чудом техники, радиолой
вышли, выгузали снедь, отправились искать
doщечки, щепочки, деревяшки, ее помощь
явно не требовалась, прихватив бочонное пиво
она решительно направилась по тропинке
бухнув, схожу в кусты, чтобы не приставали
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с лишними, мужчины, занятые добычей огня
обычно на женщин вниманья не обращают
ее уведомление оставили без должного ответа
минут через десять выбиралась на берет ручья
заросшего, даже мобилизовав арсенал
скучных познаний в сфере ботаники, она вряд ли
назвала б и десятую часть шевелящейся пестроты
представленной местной флорой, в ее памяти всплыли
кувшинка, лилия, лютик, анютины глазки, еще рассказ
told by one of her recent lovers, of how he met his first wife, she won his heart by reciting without falter, the names of all the trees and shrubbery later she turned out to be an ordinary bitch, he added how sad, she lit up, had she been more assiduous with the curriculum, the rammed knowledge she would have seen the world as brimming with more

одного из недавних любовников о его встрече с первой женой, покорила она его, перечислив не запинаясь, названия всех кустарников, деревьев потом, он добавил, оказалась обычной стервой грустно, она закурила, прилежнее относясь к школьному курсу наук, вдалбливаляемым знаниям она бы увидела мир наполненным куда большим

количество предметов, а так, городской ребенок брезгая сблизиться с надоедливой трескотней осторожно ступила на покатый, водой облизанный камень, сняла футболку, оборвала висящую нитку вот гады, подумала, бессовестно лепят каллуру скинула джинсы с кармашками на брючине синтетические грудуки, одежду в траву сложила себя оглядела, вес в норме, неплохая фигура, да живот плоский, третий размер груди, два изъяна острые бедра, выпирающая тазовая кость и соски продольговатые, похожие на сигарки еще девочкой дико своего сложенья стыдились в зеркала не смотрелась, жутко комплексовала второй, особенно третий опыт ее приободрил поняла, мужчину берут вовсе не плавным изгибом бедер, вовсе не совершенной формой груди
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количество предметов, а так, городской ребенок брезгая сблизиться с надоедливой трескотней осторожно ступила на покатый, водой облизанный камень, сняла футболку, оборвала висящую нитку вот гады, подумала, бессовестно лепят каллуру скинула джинсы с кармашками на брючине синтетические грудуки, одежду в траву сложила себя оглядела, вес в норме, неплохая фигура, да живот плоский, третий размер груди, два изъяна острые бедра, выпирающая тазовая кость и соски продольговатые, похожие на сигарки еще девочкой дико своего сложенья стыдились в зеркала не смотрелась, жутко комплексовала второй, особенно третий опыт ее приободрил поняла, мужчину берут вовсе не плавным изгибом бедер, вовсе не совершенной формой груди

всех кустарников, деревьев потом, он добавил, оказалась обычной стервой грустно, она закурила, прилежнее относясь к школьному курсу наук, вдалбливаляемым знаниям она бы увидела мир наполненным куда большим

количество предметов, а так, городской ребенок брезгая сблизиться с надоедливой трескотней осторожно ступила на покатый, водой облизанный камень, сняла футболку, оборвала висящую нитку вот гады, подумала, бессовестно лепят каллуру скинула джинсы с кармашками на брючине синтетические грудуки, одежду в траву сложила себя оглядела, вес в норме, неплохая фигура, да живот плоский, третий размер груди, два изъяна острые бедра, выпирающая тазовая кость и соски продольговатые, похожие на сигарки еще девочкой дико своего сложенья стыдились в зеркала не смотрелась, жутко комплексовала второй, особенно третий опыт ее приободрил поняла, мужчину берут вовсе не плавным изгибом бедер, вовсе не совершенной формой груди
пора уже определиться, найти неплохую работу школьная подруга звала оператором в банк платили достойно, захаживали богатые клиенты ее все же пугал целый день в помещении одном надо б еще погулять, до утра посидеть в пивнушке с другой стороны, и замуж пора, еще два-три года, языком слизнет яркость и красоту молодость, энергию, умение жить на арапу на нее всем телом навалилась такая грусть примерно также было тогда, подвыпивший любовник
gрубо, жестоко ее повалила, что я тебе сделала инстинктивно спросила, увидев его перекошенное отсутствующее выражение, отвернулась, бессмысленно наутро его поругала, нажрался в хламин долго ее преследовал прилипучий озноб так и теперь, ощутила полнейшую бесполезность здесь нахожденья, также всего остального в первый раз такое, шок, озарение, провидняк в обществе риска, безграничных возможностей социальной мобильности, частных инициатив число выигрышных ситуаций лимитировано так четко она, друзья ее, с боку припеку, попросту не поспели себя грамотно предложить, собой распорядиться вовремя место забить, просечь коньюнктуру дальше ее не раз и не два пригласят в ресторан в иномарку посадят, возьмут на прием, угосят ликером

но прежней радости, неги, довольства ей не видать как своих ушей, она все прошляпила, упустила не трагедизируй, сказала себе, утрясется, войдет
time to settle down, find a decent job
a girlfriend from school offered her work as a bank teller
paid deservedly, she might even meet a rich client
still, she was scared of being cooped up all day
have a little more fun, a little more wee in the wee hours
on the other hand, it’s time to get married, two-three more years and pop go her looks
youth, spunk, know-how for the life of Reilly
then sadness bore down on her with all its weight
more or less like that time when a plastered lover

7 cruelly, brutally threw her down, what did I do to you
she asked by knee-jerk, seeing his twisted absent expression, turned her head, it was useless in the morning she let him have it, fucking pathetic drunk for long time after she got the chills, felt gross now also, she entered the total uselessness of being here as well as of everything else for the first time such shock, enlightenment, break through in risk society, society of endless opportunities social mobility, private initiatives the set of winning combinations is so clearly finite they, her friends along for the ride, just didn’t succeed selling themselves properly, getting their ass in gear seizing a seat at the table, grasping the market trends later she’ll get taken out on the town not once and not twice driven in a foreign make, brought along to a reception, wined and dined

8 but that’s it for her former kicks, pleasure, contentment, she’ll sooner see the backs of her ears, fell asleep at the switch, let it slip by don’t be a drama queen, she said to herself, it’ll settle, get back
в колею, и на твоей улице будет праздник
надо только сгруппироваться, не позволять раскисать
твердь решить, как поступить с той несчастной парой
джинсов, на них умудрилась поставить пятно
оливковым маслом, его и «Тайд» не отстирает
нагнула одежду, обратно тем же путем
побежала, один из попутчиков жгучо ее известил
представляешь, история вышла, взяли шампуров набор
слишком больших, не для того мангала
она пожала плечами, не держала свечу, когда
из кладовки хламье и дребедень извлекали
мужики так инфантильны, нужен глаз да глаз
в животе забурчало, здорово проголодалась

on track, on your block too there'll be a party
compose yourself, don't fall to pieces
firmly decide what to do with that miserable pair
of jeans, she had managed to stain them
with olive oil, even Tide won't wash it out
pulled her clothes on, found the same
way back, one of her companions grunted to her
can you imagine, the skewers we took were too big
as it turned out, meant for another grill
she shrugged her shoulders, wasn't holding the torch
when they hauled the junk out of the closets
men are so childish, have to keep an eye on them
her stomach rumbled, she felt hungry as hell

удаленный порт

порт удаленный не отвечает
dешевое порево изо всех щелей
на добровольно вставшего в угол
сам вонсила в угол

dержал ухо востро, на свет
видно только плохое, прохлопал
самое важное, на стул
плюхается чувиха

попридержали ценный товар
возомнил о себе невесть что, пава
научилась динамить, карман шире
не стоит держать

remote port

the remote port is not responding
cheap thrills from every crack
accusations dog whoever
volunteers for punishment

pricked up his ears, light
reveals defects, crucial info
fell on deaf ears, a dudette
plops down on a chair

they withheld valuable goods
it went to his head, that diva
learned to hold out, please
don’t hold your breath
no holds barred, clawed at the walls
from multitasking, petted the babyface
museum gunk, what is
the origin of educational value

forced his opinion on, left
panting in underpants, shut one breach
by opening another, regularly
rang up the house

his knees shake just because
the dog lady messes with the little turds
it’s been a long time nothing
between this husband and wife, pristine bedroom

misses no opportunity, got a head
on his shoulders, the adaptor doesn’t adapt
held him to his word, committed
herself to the wrong person

she zonked out, the inflow
of refugees gathers steam, grimace face
multicolored smileys, the imbibed
makes itself known

beginnings remain, empty chatter
clogged the ears, did the right thing
according to women’s logic, took to bitching
like an old bag

fallen looks, arms laid down
under pressure did not rust
need right approach to remote port
approachability is a major thing
lots of different things

1. the reader scrutinizes a pile of books
he found out lots of different things from them once
lots of information, many sensible theories, big idioms
lots of correct and precise observations
now these springs of doubt and anxiety
gather dust, piled up in the corner, on a chair
the reader is surprised at himself, what a bookhead
how many of them he managed to read through, sneezing

2. he flicks the dust off the top covers
he’s been feeling too lazy of late
to read much, educational ardor
put on the back burner by
deadlines, he can absorb only
so much, now he values a book
not because of what the mind, the vanity of the author,
his genius had put into it

3. but for something else entirely, the condition
or the situation when the book lay
on his, the reader’s, knees
on in front of him on the table, the book triggers
associations in his memory of the moment
in the past allotted to reading it
carefully, in snatches
unable to put it down, aslant

много разного

1. читатель разглядывает гору книг
много разного он из них разузнал когда-то
много сведений, толковых теорий, больших идиом
много точных и правильных наблюдений
теперь эти источники сомнения и тревог
пылятся, свалены в груду в углу, на стуле
читатель себе удивляется, вот книжокор
скольку ему довелось перечитать, чихая

2. смахивает с верхних обложек пыль
последнее время он ленился что-то
много читать, познавательный пыл
отодвинут на задний план срочной
работой, предел восприятия также не
безграничен, теперь книга ценна ему
не тем, что вложили в нее ум
честолюбие автора, его гений

3. совсем иным — тем состоянием
или той ситуацией, когда эта книга лежала
у него, читателя, на колениях
и лежала перед ним на столе; книга в его
памяти вызывает ассоциации с моментом
прошлого, отведенным ее чтению
внимательному, урывками
взахлеб или по диагонали
in his own way, he feels gratitude to each book
it allows him to remember the good and the ugly
this one here he read on the terrace
during a soggy summer, suffering from unrequited
and this one, blissful in a EuroNight
express train second class, a real picture
of beauty with natural goldlocks leaned her
head on his shoulder, fully at his disposal

these two books hooked up in his memory
the first one he was reading almost a decade ago
on a bench in an imperial park, his
twenty-year-old companion bent over
an Italian textbook, one passerby
an amicable middle-aged woman
was delighted, what a beautiful couple
wished them happiness, didn’t help

it took years to separate, row after row
the second book he had read on that same bench
in that same park, roughly three months ago
now his girlfriend was about eighteen
not adept at reading, she tugged at him, fidgeted
a woman in her late fifties saw and warmly
decided to pay him a compliment, what
a lovely young lady you’re with, didn’t fail
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obещать им счастье, но промахнулась
уже две недели как разбежались
вот с этой книгой связаны тягостные минуты
часами читал ее в холле больницы, сидя
у кабинета, где консультация проходила
безнадежный диагноз, поставленный очень
близкому человеку, должны были подтвердить
или опровергнуть, шрифт расползался

to promise them happiness, but shot over
it’s already two weeks that they went their ways
this book is associated with difficult moments
for hours he read it in the hospital waiting room
near the office where the consultation was happening
a hopeless diagnosis given a person
very close to him, had to be confirmed
or overturned, the type kept blurring
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еще одну книгу возил в поход
студенческий, на байдарках сплавлялись
другую он захватил в поездку
в Америку, удобный карманный формат
эту он взял почитать, так и не возвратил
по забывчивости? она не понадобилась владельцу?
эту оставила у него, погостив
заезжая девушка с туркменскими кровями

one more book he took along while camping
with fellow students, they went kayaking downriver
another he packed for a trip
to America, convenient pocket edition
this one he borrowed but didn’t return
because he forgot? because the owner never asked for it back?
a visiting girl of Turkmen origin
left this one at his place after she stayed there
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подарок? напоминанье? наразборчивый знак?
в молодости он зачитывался, глотал
серьезную литературу по истории
философии, гуманитарным, иногда
и точным наукам; не то усталость
не то спесь накопилась, переводной детектив
в популярной серии отложен на самом
интригующем месте, он не узнал, кто убийца

as a gift? a reminder? an indecipherable sign?
in his youth he read rapturously, devoured
serious works on history
philosophy, the humanities, sometimes
even the hard sciences, then there came
either exhaustion or arrogance, a foreign whodunit
from a best-selling series was laid aside at the most
suspenseful point, he never found out who the murderer was
the reader blows the dust away, some of the books
have nothing to do with anything, don't recall anything
he had read them as well, with interest, he decided
that illustrated coffee-table editions
belong elsewhere, moved them to
another space on the bookshelf, straw-colored light
the cellphone had been trilling insistently for some time now
he said, yeah, yeah, of course, I’ll be there

monitoring weight
monitored weight, thick chunk
of liverwurst, regression to a state
flies upside down, the jackass
insists on more
first-comers fight
over crumbs, he lifted
the thing asking for it, opportunities
to chill out in the atrium
split their sides with, the fly
chows on anything that moves
a bitch yelps, the first stone
misses the bush
turned green from zeal, eyes
downcast, dawn
vomited over, the gold-digger
at the end of his rope on the prospect
срубил по быстрому, на крюке
дождевик болтается, крайний
в очереди кивнул, парочка
у законила отношения

лежанка взята на прокат
свинячит на первой кнопке
фабрика звезд, калитка
открывается внутрь

смазано вазелином, кегль
у жат вроде до максимума
наезд, скатан у основания
порванный презик

вес под контролем, полный заскок
человек башкою качает
ну извини, вмазал, пригреб
непослушный вихор приложен

made a killing, raincoat is dangling
off a hook, the last guy
in line nodded yes, a couple
legitimated their relations

beach chair is rented out
starsearch pigsty
on channel one, this gate
opens in

smeared with vaseline, font size
shrunk kind of to the max
harassment, torn at the top
a condom becomes a lifesaver

weight monitored, total freak-out
guy shakes his head
well sorry, jumped in and got mine
unruly cowlick slicked down

[EO]
ВЫНЬ ДА ПОЛОЖЬ

1
вынь да положь, да зажуй
человек в чёрном плаще
смотрит, на лестничной клетке
разминулись ребенок
паралитик, в коляске
и террорист чеченский
кто они, жертвы системы
или части ее, вот вам встряска

2
вынь да положь, да зажми
человек в чёрном плаще
смотрит, где бы подрочить
ты же солдат, говорит себе
но солдат, замыкающий
ряд, и выламывающийся
из ряда солдат, суть одно
и то же, супчик говяжий

WHIP IT OUT

1
whip it out, yeah, eat it up
a man in a black raincoat
sees, in the stairwell
they cross paths, a child-
paralytic in wheelchair
and a Chechen terrorist,
what are they, victims of the system
or a part of it, there's a shock for you

2
whip it out, yeah, get a grip
a man in a black raincoat
looks around, where to jerk off,
you're a soldier, he tells himself,

but a soldier bringing up
the rear and a soldier breaking
rank, are in essence
the same: beef soup
3
whip it out, yeah, spit on it
a man in a black raincoat
beholds the manna of heaven
spread all over the earth
an eyesore to all the land,
to the boarded up convenience store,
the emaciated cur, the bearded geezers
on their perch, a brutal hangover

4
whip it out, yeah, dig it
a man in a black raincoat
looks at the hands of a woman,
Asiatic, thin, without a single
blemish, if you blow off the dust
of impunity, everything
is ground to dust, flakes to the floor,
the style: doggy
whip it out, yeah, pack it in
a man in a black raincoat
looks at the undeveloped ribcage, belonging to
an unknown, if caught up in lies
it will take bigger lies
to touch another heart, the abscess festers, eyes burn

вынь да положь, да пропихни
человек в черном плаще
смотрит на слаборазвитую грудную клетку, принадлежащую
неизвестному, если увяз во вранье
тронуть сердце чужое
можно только большим враньем, нарвы
нагноилась, глаза щиплет

вынь да положь, да приспусти
человек в черном плаще
смотрит на зданье СИЗО
номер расплывчат, внутри

совершившие преступление
против, там свои законы, разводы
и свидания, происхождение видов
насилия туманно, для посвященных даже

whip it out, yeah, get off it
a man in a black raincoat
looks at the prison building,
the numbers blurred, within
are those who have committed crimes against, different rules apply,
break-ups, trysts, the origin of the species of violence is vague, even for the saints
7
whip it out, yeah, take a dump
a man in black raincoat
looks at a hair
fifteen centimeters long, who
let it fall, lonely-heart-mother
or Chechen terrorist,
what unpleasant character
of this epoch, coochicoo after that

8
yeah, whip it out, catch the drift
a man in a black raincoat
looks at the ones who
pulled themselves from the wreckage
then at those who didn’t
get out, whom they carry on stretchers
there and further on, he opens his eyes
wide, deserve astonishment
whip it out, yeah, take a bite
da man in a black raincoat
watches the swimmer
thrashing in ice, the jacked-up gangster
organizing the market, white bread
crumbled for pigeons, lips pressed
to the swollen nipple, digests
the recognized, can’t say it’s tasty

leaps over the vault, the
voyeur’s organ tenses
tourists have jammed
the square, kept up the push-ups
whip it out, yeah, nail it down
a man in a black raincoat
looks at himself, what a
stud, they’ll give it to him
right here, and where he’s going
further on also, and he knows
how to take it, sour cranberries
in a soaking bowl, the choice is huge

вынь да положь, да пригвозди
человек в черном плаще
смотрит сам на себя, красавец
самец, ему дадут и на этом
месте и там, куда он поедет
dальше, что-то, а брать
он умеет, моченая клюква
в тазике, выбор огромен
ДЛЯ ГАЛОЧКИ И ДЛЯ

спертый музон
спертый музон в прокуренном зале
сестра ебанько перебирает фотки
прошлое счастье движется зигзагом
в направление нового, худшего, но с форма-

ми отпадными, кожа с одеколоном
словно с моникой клинтон, голландец
бестолку летает, целочку взгляд голодный
провожает, и пушенные слюни свободно плавать

желтый стикер
о чем напоминает стикер, желтый
на белой стенке? о батарейке севшей
и требующей замены? иль о лажовой
обязанности заботиться? что в одну из секций

универмага вдруг завезли дефицитный
товар? или что негуманный поступок
взывает к ответной реакции? о цифрах
чью-то жизнь датирующих? или о прочих штучках

FOR THE CHECKMARK OR FOR

stifling tunes
stifling tunes in the smoky room
sister ninny flips through photos
past joy is moving in a zigzag
towards a new one, a worse one, but with a killer

figure, eau de cologne on skin
like Monica on Clinton, a Dutchman
flies about aimlessly, a voracious look
accompanies the “virgin,” drool ejected to float freely

yellow post-it note
what does the post-it note recall, yellow
on a white wall? that a dead
battery wants replacement? or some bullshit
obligation to take care of? that suddenly in one

of the sections of the department store
scarce goods were delivered? or that an inhumane act
invokes a reaction? the numbers
dating someone’s life? or other thingies
the collective of the uneaten
overslept, the meatball, a close relation to rot,
on the bottom of the pot winces its slimy pupil
against the impending cover, remembers what the diners
were ejaculating about, won’t have to wait long
to join the collective of the uneaten, frost over with shameful
mold, start stinking, decompose on the fateful
wall of the garbage bag, in keeping with the DOL’s rules
get compensation for its dutiful discharge

a ciao to no one
who is the ciao addressed to? to the female worker
at the weaving mill, picked up downtown in nocturnal Shanghai
for tourist rates, or to a half-wit German intern
for some reason rejected, it seems her legs
not quite the right shape, or to the spiteful lady gym teacher
from those school years, who taught how to spring
over the vault, who taught, while coming, how to squeeze
the limbs around bars, what a pain in the
held under pressure

what meanness, tricked in her loftiest
she repeats, how mean, the polished off nip
clatters, the cry to watch out
incites the look-outs to tense up and slink

backwards, ratted out, the accomplice
denies everything, report filed
stews under a paperweight, victims of the jihad
make the front page, can’t chase ‘em off

not out of desperation

a pizza slice of chinese make
is taken out of the refrigerator
freezer crystals flow all over the frying pan
but not out of love, likewise two chicken

cutlets lie together on the bed of a griddle
out of desperation, having imagined
the continuation of their union, we’ll have
to hold our nose, we’re not savages after all
громкие обещанья

громкое обещанье тихо щебечет в ухо
слова типа правды, пахнуло шанелью
из разверстой поры, тэйбл-герл под мухой
раскрывает карты, и жидкяя нежность
обольщенья по подбородку стекает вязким
сиропом, коленка, смазанная зеленкой
подталкивает ладонь ее ухватить развязным
действием прямо за чашечки подленыш

under the do not enter sign

висящий кирнич шоссе перекрывает
в самом нагруженном месте, гигантская пробка
автомобилистам расслабиться позволяет, сорваться
с цепи обстоятельств, в статике многометровой
испытать динамику диетической колы
булькающей в желудке, кофе без кофеина
согревает внутренности, даже лезя из кожи
вои, проблематично в себе зависнуть

loud promises

loud promise twittering quietly in the ear
a word kind of like truth, the tang of Chanel
out of yawning pores, table-dance girl totally trashed
shows her cards and the liquid tenderness
of seduction drips along the chin as viscous
syrup, the knee, smeared with green antiseptic
nudges the palm to grab it with a free and easy
motion by the kneecap minx

to experience the dynamic of diet cola
sloshing in the stomach, decaffeinated coffee
warms up the innards, even crawling out of your skin
it’s a problem to get caught up in yourself
deliberately or not

diving into the menu, the wild thang
gets her paws on it, taken to the restaurant
for the sake of sex, to escape the parabola
of a bummer, she’s prevailed upon with every
effort closer to home, she asks for it sliced
thinner, considers the pros and cons of
compliance, if she moans when taking it doggy-style,
she overdoes it, as if deliberately

under sand

in the sandbox fervently working the shovel
the tender-aged tot is burying something
in the soil, maybe a squashed tube of penny
toothpaste, maybe a gutted condom wrapper
long past its expiration date, maybe
the bowel movement of the pooch
from the sixth floor balcony, maybe ketchup dropped
by a hot dog, not everything can fit in the sand
просто для галочки

dля галочки выполненное задание
обнажает зад, спуская портки
касается воспаленных миндалин
языком и морщится, куда не кинь

осовелый взгляд везде изуверский образ
изведенного, а за ним перебор
галочек, поставленных, чтобы было удобней
разобраться, кто здесь шестерка, кто босс

just for the checkmark

task performed just to check it off
bares the behind, letting the breeches down
touches inflamed tonsils with tongue
and crinkles the face, no matter where you cast

your heavy gaze everywhere depraved vision
of past experience, and behind it an inventory
of boxes, checked in order to make it easier
to work out who's bottom dog and who's boss
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